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A0–A1 A1–A2 A2–B1 B1–B2

primary-school 
students (aged 8–11)

primary-school 
students (aged 10–13)

primary and secondary-
school students (aged 13–16)

secondary-school 
students (aged 16–19)

Adrenaline Sports for Adventurous Sorts
Vocabulary

Sports Equipment
match the words and the 
pictures. Which equipment 
goes with which sport?

Task 1

1 surfboard  

2 club  

3 bat  

4 racquet  

5 parachute  

6 stick  

7 net  

8 cue  

9 skates  

10 skis  

11 weights  

12 helmet  

13 rod  

14 boots  

15 goggles  

16 shuttlecock  

17 snowboard  

18 puck  

19 target  

20 poles  
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scanning

scan the article quickly to find out 
what the following numbers refer to.

Task 2

1 Where was zorbing invented?

2 What is the zorbing world record for distance?

3 Where can you do sandboarding?

4 How does sandboarding compare to snowboarding?

5 Why are wingsuit flying suits known as squirrel suits?

6 Why shouldn’t you tell your mum if you try wingsuit 
flying?

7 Why do hot-air balloon pilots have to know the 
weather conditions?

8 When was the longest hot-air balloon flight?

9 Why have island peoples long practised freediving?

10 What equipment do some free divers use?

11 How high was the highest kiteboard jump?

12 How far did Francisco lufinha travel?

reading for deTail 

now read the article again and find the 
answers to the following questions.

Task 3

Dialogue 1: 

Dialogue 2: 

Dialogue 3: 

Dialogue 4: 

Dialogue 5: 

Dialogue 6: 

lisTening for gisT

Listen to six short dialogues, cD tracks 10–15 . Which 
sport from the article are the people speaking about?

Task 4

Go to www.bridge-online.cz/
casopis-gate/may-june.

82kph 

1 in 500 

253.2 metres 

21,290 metres 

52kph 

9 minutes 

203kph 

47 hours 37 minutes 

7,672km 

180–225kph 
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Listen again and fill in the missing words.

lisTening for specific informaTion

Task 5
Vocabulary

here are some pictures of some of the sports 
from task 6. Which ones do they show?

Task 7

1 2

3 4

5

1 Well, i guess it’s a bit slower, but  
  .

2 How long can you   
 ?

3 21 seconds!   
 . 

4 But    would 
you want to?

5 500 metres? How    
 ? You’ve got to be kidding me.

6 This is more like it,   
 !

7 The longest flight was basically  
 the  , that’s some 

achievement.

8 in fact, you might have   
 .

9 are you crazy?   
 .

teachers ordering 11 or more 
subscriptions receive the 
following teachers’ package 
for free: a magazine, a cD, 
a card, a teachers' file, 
a calendar and a poster.

01

Discussion
What places in Australia do you 

know? Which cities / attractions 

would you like to visit?
Do you know any famous 

Australian animals?
What activities do you 

associate with Australia?

What can you see 
in the pictures? Do 

you know which Australian 

cities they show? 

Task 1

Use the internet to 

read about each 

of these places or things. 

In or near which of the 

cities can you find them? 

Which one is not in or near 

any of these cities? Choose 

two of these places and tell 

a friend about them.

Task 2

Circular QuayFremantle Prison
Australian War Memorial

Bondi BeachTelstra TowerSwan Bell Tower
Uluru

Lake Burley Griffin
Penguin IslandHeirisson IslandMacquarie Street

Write a profile of 
Melbourne using 

the back of the card 

as an example.

Task 3

02

03
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1 BNG JMpNG 

2 JTSKNG 

3 prKr 

4 SCB DVNG 

5 SKTBrDNG 

6 WNDSrFNG 

7 MTCrSS 

8 WHTWTr  rFTNG 

9 NlNE SKTNG 

10 WTr  SKNG 

Vocabulary 

We have removed the vowels (a, e, i, O, u) from some 
other extreme sports. can you work out what they are?

Task 6 speaking

Do you agree that all the sports in task 6 are ‘extreme’ 
sports? What makes a sport extreme? have you ever 
done an extreme sport? Which would you like to try? 
is there any extreme sport you would never try?

Task 8



Whether you enjoy sports on land, on sea or in 
the air, there’s always room for more adventure. 

Maybe your next step, jump or dive1 into the 
exciting world of extreme sports is below.

Damien Galeone (US)

Zorbing
Zorbing was invented in New Zealand, 

when someone got inside a translucent2 
plastic bubble and rolled down a hill. 
It was probably quite fun, so people 
kept doing it. Zorbing allows a person 
to go downhill really fast without 

smashing3 their head or breaking their 
leg. They might just get dizzy4 and throw 

up5 – but hopefully after they get out of 
the ball. Still, people go pretty far and 
pretty fast. The world zorbing record 
for distance is 570m and the fastest 

ride is 52 kilometers per hour. If that 
sounds too boring, try zorbing on water 

or “water walking”, which sounds fun and 
kind of Biblical.

Wingsuit Flying
For those who think simple skydiving7 is 
too boring, there’s always wingsuit flying. 
Wingsuit flyers wear special aerodynamic* 
suits called squirrel8 suits, so-called because 
they look like a flying squirrel’s wing 
membrane. They jump out of an airplane 
or off a cliff9 and fly horizontally at speeds 
of up to 180–225kph before opening 
their parachutes. The record distance of 
a wingsuit flight is an incredible 32km 
and the record duration10 is more than 
9 minutes. Be warned: wingsuit flying is 
very dangerous with estimates11 suggesting 
that 1 in 500 wingsuit flyers will be seriously 
injured. So if you try it, don’t tell your mom.

a2–B1 Sport

on Land

In the Air

Sandboarding
Sandboarding is similar to snowboarding, but without 
the cold and wet. Sandboarders go down a sand hill 
or dune on a sandboard or a skateboard deck6. The 
record speed for sandboarders is over 82kph, well 
below the speed record for snowboarding, which 
is 203kph. So it’s perfect if you live near the desert 
and want a calmer alternative to snowboarding. You 
won’t go too fast or get wet, but you probably won’t 
enjoy your hot chocolate afterwards as much.



Discuss

Which of these sports have you 
tried / would you like to try?

Can you write other sports for 
each category: air, water and land?

aerodynamic – shaped to move 
quickly through the air

Glossary

→ SolutionS in the tf

Are the following sentences true or false?

1 Water zorbing is mentioned in the Bible.

2 Sandboarding is faster than snowboarding.

4 Wingsuit flying can be quite risky.

7 Kiteboarders can travel at over 100kph.

5
The longest hot-air balloon flight 
was from Northern Canada to Japan.

3
Wingsuit suits are known as squirrel suits 
because they look like a flying squirrel’s wings.

6
Australian Herbert Nitsch is known 
as the deepest man in the world.

Task

Hot-Air 
Ballooning
If wingsuits are too extreme, 
maybe hot-air ballooning is 
more your speed. Balloonists fly 
in a basket attached to12 a large 
nylon or polyester balloon. The 
pilot flies the balloon by firing 
a burner13 that shoots flames14 
into the mouth of the balloon to 
heat the air inside. This allows 
the balloon to go up and down, 
but except for that the pilot can’t 
steer15 too well. For this reason, 
they must know the weather 
conditions and rely on16 the wind. 
Hot-air ballooning is considered 
the safest air sport and fatalities17 
in accidents are rare. What 
balloons lack in adrenaline, 
they make up for in height and 
distance. The record height of 
a hot-air balloon is 21,290 metres 
and in January 1991 the longest 
flight was completed by the 
Virgin Pacific Flyer which traveled 
7,672km from Japan to Northern 
Canada. So get a balloonist’s 
license and stop buying those 
expensive airline tickets.

Freediving
Can you hold your breath and swim to the bottom of 
a swimming pool? If so, you might be a natural free diver. 
Island peoples have long practiced freediving to collect 
food or things like pearls from the ocean floor. Nowadays, 
freediving usually involves diving as deep as possible without 
any sort of breathing equipment. Some free divers use 
weight belts18 to help them get deep into the ocean and then 
a buoy19 to help them get back to the surface. The current 
world depth record is 253.2 meters, held by Austrian Herbert 
Nitsch, who is called “the deepest man in the world”.

Kiteboarding
If you like air and water sports, perhaps you should try 
kiteboarding. The kiteboarder rides a board (sort of like 
a wakeboard) attached by a harness20 to a “power” kite21. 
These kites use the wind to pull the kiteboarder up into the 
air or along the waves. The highest jump using a kiteboard 
is an amazing 34.8 meters and the longest hang time (time 
in the air) is 22 seconds! The record for kiteboarding speed 
is 107kph. Some people kiteboard great distances. Francisco 
Lufinha travelled 874km from Lisbon towards Madeira. 
It took him 47 hours and 37 minutes.
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1 dive  [daɪv] – ponor, potápění
2 translucent  [trænzˈluːsnt] – průhledný
3 to smash  [smæʃ] – rozbít si
4 to get dizzy  [ˈdɪzi] – mít závrať
5 to throw up  [θrəʊ ˈʌp] – zvracet
6 deck  [dek] – prkno
7 skydiving  [ˈskaɪdaɪvɪŋ] – seskoky padákem
8 squirrel  [ˈskwɪrəl] – veverka
9 cliff  [klɪf] – útes
10 duration  [djuˈreɪʃn] – trvání
11 estimate  [ˈestɪmət] – odhad
12 attached to sth  [əˈtætʃt] – připoutaný k něčemu
13 burner  [ˈbɜːnə(r)] – hořák
14 flame  [fleɪm] – plamen
15 to steer  [stɪə(r)] – řídit
16 to rely on sth  [rɪˈlaɪ ɒn] – spoléhat na něco
17 fatality  [fəˈtæləti ] – smrtelné zranění
18 weight belt  [ˈweɪt belt] – zátěžový opasek
19 buoy  [bɔɪ (BrE), ˈbuːi (AmE)] – bójka
20 harness  [ˈhɑːnɪs] – postroj
21 kite  [kaɪt] – tažný drak

Vocabulary

1 dive  [daɪv] – das Tauchen
2 translucent  [trænzˈluːsnt] – durchsichtig
3 to smash  [smæʃ] – zerschlagen
4 to get dizzy  [ˈdɪzi] – schwindlig werden
5 to throw up  [θrəʊ ˈʌp] – sich übergeben
6 deck  [dek] – das Brett
7 skydiving  [ˈskaɪdaɪvɪŋ] – das Fallschirmspringen
8 squirrel  [ˈskwɪrəl] – das Eichhörnchen
9 cliff  [klɪf] – die Klippe
10 duration  [djuˈreɪʃn] – die Zeit
11 estimate  [ˈestɪmət] – die Schätzung
12 to be attached to sth  [əˈtætʃt] – befestigt sein
13 burner  [ˈbɜːnə(r)] – der Brenner
14 flame  [fleɪm] – die Flamme
15 to steer  [stɪə(r)] – lenken
16 to rely on sth  [rɪˈlaɪ ɒn] – sich auf etw. verlassen
17 fatality  [fəˈtæləti] – tödliche Verletzung
18 weight belt  [ˈweɪt belt] – der Gewichtsgürtel
19 buoy  [bɔɪ (BrE), ˈbuːi (AmE)] – die Boje
20 harness  [ˈhɑːnɪs] – das Geschirr
21 kite  [kaɪt] – der Lenkdrachen

Vocabulary
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